
THE TREATY OF VERSAILLES IN EUROPE HISTORY ESSAY

World war one was undoubtedly considered one of the greatest European wars of the time being fought by Germany on
one side with her allies.

Adolf Hitler took the opportunity to address issues in his own hands after he left WW1 because the situation in
Germany incited immense anger and distress in the people. While the term was not used self-determination
was assumed. After the assassination of Franz Ferdinand, the heir to the Austrian throne, and his wife by the
hands of a Serbian terrorist group known as the Black Hand. Wilson worked to win the Senates consent of the
Treaty of Versailles when he returned to America in July of  One of the most crucial and contentious problems
with this treaty was it required that the country of Germany to disarm, take guilt and pay apologies to the other
countries. Play media Newsreel footage of the signing of the peace treaty of Versailles. Chicago How did the
Treaty of Versailles punish Germany?. One example of a rash decision is the Treaty of Versailles. Rash
decisions ignite wars and change history forever. Lloyd-George, Clemencau and Wilson all devised a treaty
that could cripple Germany, leading to their aim - prevention of further conflict and a war. The harsh
provisions of the treaty along with its unfair orders to Germany led to the worlds most horrific leader come to
power and also set the platform for another war. The most important treaty that the allies would make would
be The Treaty of Versailles, signed on June 28th,  The Allied powers met at Versailles to discuss the treaty
without inviting the Central Powers. The treaty itself was actually signed on the 28th June at the former palace
of Versailles, just outside Paris, by Germany and the Allies. The first group was the isolationists who argued
that the United States should not interfere with European affairs. This investigation will answer the following
question: To what extent did the Treaty of Versailles bring peace? The Document that the allied forces all
gathered to sign was known as the Treaty of Versailles. But Neiberg, like many historians, takes a more
nuanced view, pointing to events other than the treatyâ€”including the United States not joining the League of
Nations and the rise of the Stalinist regime in the Soviet Unionâ€”as necessary elements in understanding the
path to the Second World War. The Treaty of Versailles required Germany to pay excessive reparations.
Sensing victory before American armies could be ready, Germany now shifted force to the Western Front and
tried to overwhelm the Allies. Enormous reparations 6,6 billion pounds were implied 2. Britain had suffered
little land devastation during the war. HY week 5 essay On the 28th of June , after six months of negotiations
the Treaty of Versailles formally ended the state of war between Germany and the Allied powers. Casualties
between the Central and Allied Powers totaled more than seventeen million-unheard of in wars up to this point
in history. The unity of all German-speaking peoples. An obvious reason for not being effective could be
because not everyone was included in the conference such as Russia, and Central Powers. People in Germany
who are not citizens must obey special laws for foreigners. Most importantly, Article of the treaty placed all
blame for inciting the war squarely on Germany, and forced it to pay several billion in reparations to the
Allied nations. Clemenceau accepted the offer, in return for an occupation of the Rhineland for fifteen years
and that Germany would also demilitarise the Rhineland. That meant that the balance of power was less stable.
The only thing that was for certain afterwards was that, next time war would be avoided at all costs. Thus
upsetting and angering the German people. But his fellow Allied leaders rejected much of his plan as naive
and too idealistic. The promoted idea called for the major powers to act as disinterested trustees over a region,
aiding the native populations until they could govern themselves. But leave it to the politicians. The existence
of these treaties tended to discredit Allied claims that Germany was the sole power with aggressive ambitions.
The Fourteen Points were based on the research of the Inquiry , a team of about advisors led by foreign-policy
advisor Edward M. In , two revolutions occurred within the Russian Empire. The Treaty was described by
critics as Carthaginian: a peace so brutal it crushes the defeated side. It outlined a policy of free trade , open
agreements , and democracy. WriteWork has over , sample papers" Prof. The document was a major disaster
and did not serve any of the purposes it was drawn for.


